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49TH CSI FOUNDATION DAY CELEBRATIONS AT ANITS

The 49th CSI Foundation Day, under ANITS CSI Student branch was celebrated on 6th March, 2014 in the campus. This event was coordinated by Mr M Kranthi Kiran and Ms. GV Gayatri, ANITS CSI Student Branch Coordinators. Prof PS Avadhani, Vice-Principal, AU College of Engineering, Andhra University, Visakhapatnam was the Chief Guest on this occasion. Prof VSRK Prasad, Principal, ANITS has presided over the function. The Honorable Chief Guest, Prof P S Avadhani delivered a motivating speech to empower and inspire the students on all fronts. Speaking on this occasion Prof VSRK Prasad has strike a chord on the achievements of the Students of ANITS on all fronts and particularly he acclaimed the ANITS CSI Student branch for its achievements and for gaining the Best Student Branch Award for the 3rd consecutive time for the year 2012-13. Professor S C Satapathy, HoD, CSE, dedicated the achievements of Dept of CSE to its student and its professional Society in which Students are the active participants. He advised the Students to take encouragement and proper brainwave from one of their Seniors Mr. N. Anudeep of CSE who was offered a job in GOOGLE with an annual salary of 1 crore.

ANITS ALUMNI

ANITS Alumni meet was successfully organized at Hotel Dasapalla, Hyderabad on 25th Jan 2014 with a vision to keep the alumni connected in a network irrespective of distance margins. Sri V Thapovardhan, Secretary and correspondent of ANITS congratulated the Alumni for distinguishing themselves in various endeavors. He also offered a warm greeting and reception to the gathering and thanked all the alumni for their participation. In addition, he advised the alumni to maintain the fundamental standards, and put in their best efforts to hold the better positions in the corporate world. Dr NBR Prasad, Chairman of ANITS also blessed the gathering. The executive body of ANITS Alumni association was reformed. Mr. Hemanth Kumar (2008 batch) from Dept. of CSE was nominated as President of the association along with many others from different branches as office bearers of the association. Alumni had a great time in exchanging their experiences and this convene has provided a platform for all alumni to be on familiar terms regarding the progress ANITS has made in the years. It was decided that every year the meet will be conducted with lots of participation.

BRSI AND BLAZE REINITIATION

“BLAZE” (Biotech League of ANITS Zealous Engineers) is founded with a noble idea to provide a platform to the innovative budding Biotechnologists to exhibit their latent talents in co-curricular and extracurricular activities. “BRSI” (Biotech Research Society of India) is a scientific professional society established in 2003. It is a nonprofit organization registered under the societies act of the government of India as the charitable society.

Visit us : www.anits.edu.in
The Department of Mechanical Engineering, ANITS organized a two-day National Seminar on *Manufacturing Automation Present and Future* coordinated by Mr. K. Siva Prasad on 13th and 14th December 2013. Prof. A. Rama Krishna, AUCE, Dr CSP Rao, NIT Warangal, Dr Pandranga, IIT Bhuvaneswar, Dr Gopala Krishna, JNTU Kakinada, Dr A Balakrishna, SRKR Bhimavaram and Dr. Jagannadha Raju, AUCE were the resource persons of this seminar. Participants of 40 members from various colleges attended the program. The program is sponsored by AICTE with sanctioned amount of 1.4 lakhs. Dr. D. Nageswar Rao, Vice Chancellor of Centurian University was the Chief Guest and Resource person of this workshop.

**ACTIVITIES OF ISHRAE STUDENT CHAPTER**

ISHRAE Visakhapatnam Chapter along with Fire & Security Association of India (FSAI) Visakhapatnam Chapter organized a two-day seminar on *HVAC, Electrical, Fire Safety and Surveillance* on 4th and 5th January 2014 at Novotel Varun Beach Hotel, Visakhapatnam. The theme of the seminar is sustainable challenges in green buildings. The seminar covered various aspects like in-house power quality management for protection against electrical hazards, lightening and surge protection, global trends in energy efficient air conditioning systems and equipment. Various industries like Blue Star, Johnson, L&T, Powerica, Hager etc organized exhibition of various industrial products used in refrigeration and air conditioning systems. Participants from various industry and academic institutes attended the seminar.

In the wake of CSI 49th Foundation Day Celebrations internal paper presentation contest was conducted by ANITS CSI Student Branch that witnessed an active participation by all the CSI student members of ANITS. 1st, 2nd and 3rd year students presented papers on most up-to-date topics. This Event was conducted on two separate days on Feb 15th and 22nd of 2014.

Students of Department of Mechanical Engineering, ANITS initiated a Society named *Serving Souls of Nation (SESON)*. Under this society, the team celebrated Children’s day with the orphans (Tribals) in TERESA SPHURTHI CHARITABLE CHILDREN HOME and provided them with rice and other items sufficient for 1 month. The team has distributed sweets to the children of HOLY Heart charitable trust on the Eve of Republic Day.

**ANITS BAGS BEST CSI STUDENT BRANCH AWARD**

- **ANITS CSI Student Branch** has been nominated for the “Best CSI student branch Award” in the entire Region V that includes both Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka for the year 2012-13 and this is the third consecutive time along with the previous year awards for 2010-11 and 2011-12.

- **ANITS CSI Student Branch** has taken an active role in motivating and mobilizing around 213 student members of ANITS that included both CSE and IT. ANITS was given the credit for the highest student participant in the entire country in the 48th National Student Convention conducted on 11th and 12th Dec, 2013.

- **ANITS CSI Student Branch** has been given the “Best Performance Award” for the year 2012-13 in the Region V.
SEMINARS/ WORKSHOPS/ CONFERENCES ATTENDED BY FACULTY

• Dr. V. Jagannadha Rao & Dr. M. Padmalatha, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Chemistry participated in one-day International Workshop on Effects of Emissions & Effluents on Environment EEEE-2013, organized by Department of Engineering Chemistry, AU college of Engineering (A), Visakhapatnam during December 24th, 2013.

• Mr. Ch. Anil attended National workshop on Recent Advances in Process Control organized by Department of Chemical Engineering, Andhra University college of Engineering, Andhra University, Visakhapatnam on 3rd-4th January 2014.

• Mr. Chaman Mehta attended National workshop on Environmental Pollution: Impact and a New Approach to its Control organized by Department of Chemical Engineering, Andhra University college of Engineering, Andhra University, Visakhapatnam on 6th February 2014.

• Mr. Ch. Anil attended National workshop on Recent Advances in Process Control organized by Department of Chemical Engineering, Andhra University college of Engineering, Andhra University, Visakhapatnam on 3rd-4th January 2014.

• Mr. Chaman Mehta attended National workshop on Environmental Pollution: Impact and a New Approach to its Control organized by Department of Chemical Engineering, Andhra University college of Engineering, Andhra University, Visakhapatnam on 6th February 2014.

• Mr. Kondapalli Siva Prasad, Asst.Prof., Department of Mechanical Engineering presented a paper on Study on effect of welding current mode on weld quality characteristics of AISI 304L sheets at 4th International Conference on Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering (ICME 2013) held at Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia on 17th & 18th December 2013.

• Mr. Kondapalli Siva Prasad, Assistant Professor, Mechanical Engineering Department attended a two-day seminar on HVAC, Electrical, Fire Safety and Surveillance on 4th and 5th January 2014 at Novotel Varun Beach Hotel, Visakhapatnam organized by ISHRAE Visakhapatnam Chapter along with Fire & Security Association of India (FSAI) Visakhapatnam Chapter.

• Ms. V Annapoorna, Asst. Prof IT and Mrs. V. Usha Bala, Asst. Professor, Department of IT & MCA participated in the Two Day National Workshop EMERGING RESEARCH TRENDS IN DATA MINING FOR BIOINFORMATICS conducted by IEEE, on 20th to 21st Dec 2013 in Andhra University, Visakhapatnam.

• Mr. J. Bhaskara Rao, Asst.Prof ECCE Department attended A One Day Workshop on “Optical Fiber Communications and Photonics” conducted by Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering, GITAM Institute of Technology, GITAM University, Visakhapatnam on 22nd February 2014.

• Mr. K S V K Srikanta and Mrs. S. S. L. Sarwani Assistant Professors Department of IT participated in the One Day training program on Google apps held on 17th Feb 2014 at ANITS, Visakhapatnam.

• Mr. K S V K Srikanta, Asst. Prof, Department of IT and Mr. P Siva Kumar, Programmer, Department of IT participated in a one- day training program on Google Admin held on 20th Feb 2014 at ANITS, Visakhapatnam.

• Mrs. S. S. L. Sarwani and Mr. K S V K Srikanta Assistant Professors Department of IT participated in a one- day training program on Google Sites held on 21st Feb 2014 at ANITS, Visakhapatnam.

• Mrs. N Sharada, Assistant Professor, Department of IT, participated in a two- day National workshop on Designing of Wireless Communication Networks Using Simulators, conducted by GMRIT, Rajam on 14th & 15th Feb, 2014.

• Mr. M. V. Kishore, Asst. Professor, Department of IT participated in a Three – Day National Level workshop on GPU Programming and Applications (GPA-2014), held on 24th - 26th February 2014 at IIT, BOMBAY.

• Mrs. V. Usha Bala, Assistant Professor, Department of IT & MCA, Ms. V. Annapoorna, Ms. D. Sailaja, Mr. N. Aditya Sundar Assistant Professors, Department of IT, participated in a one- day National workshop on Emerging Trends in Teaching Methodology of Engineering Education conducted by ANITS, Visakhapatnam on 1st March, 2014.

• Mr. S. Balamurali, Assoc. Professor participated in a five-day workshop on “Advanced Micro Controllers” jointly organized by the Department of Electrical Engineering, AUCE (A) & Electrical Engineering Directorate, NSTL, Visakhapatnam as part of the NSTL-CARS project during 19th – 23rd December 2013.

• Mr. Kottala Kiran Kumar and Mr. A. Dhananjaya Apparao, Assistant Professors, Dept. of EEE participated in a one-day National Workshop on “System Identification and Advances in Control Techniques (SIACT-13)” organized by the Department of Electrical Engineering, GITAM University, Visakhapatnam on 28th December 2013.

• Mr. B. B. Ashok Kumar and Mrs. Amaretswari Reddy Assistant Professors Department of Mechanical Engineering participated in a one- day training program on Google apps held on 19th Feb 2014 at ANITS, Visakhapatnam.

PAPER PRESENTATIONS BY THE FACULTY

• Mr. S. Siva Kumar, Assistant Professor, Department of Chemistry presented a paper titled ‘Heterogeneous Photocatalysis – A Clean Technology for Waste Water Treatment’ in UGC sponsored National seminar on Green Chemistry Practices in Drugs & Advanced Material development (GPAM-2013) conducted by Dept. of Chemistry, Dr.V.S. Krishna Govt. Degree & PG College, Visakhapatnam during 20th - 21st December 2013.

• Mr. V. Krishna, Asst.Prof, Department of Mechanical Engineering presented a paper on Analysis of Tensile and Creep data of 316L (N) Stainless Steel PLMSS-2014 at International Conference conducted at VIT University during Dec 6th-8th, 2014.

• Ms. D. Vijaya Lakshmi, Asst.Prof., Ms. G. Gayatri, Asst.Prof., and Mrs. D. Nagamani Asst.Prof. ECE Department has presented paper titled “Comparison of signal modeling techniques using AR modeling in All India Seminar on Telecommunication switching systems and networks organized by The Institute of Engineers (IE), Visakhapatnam local centre at Dept. of System Design, Andhra University, Visakhapatnam during 30th-31st January 2014.

• Mrs. M. Syamala, Asst.Prof., ECE Department has presented paper titled Generation of Radiation patterns for Antenna Tracking in All India Seminar on Telecommunication switching systems and networks organized by The Institute of Engineers (IE), Visakhapatnam local centre at Dept. of System Design, Andhra University, Visakhapatnam during 30th-31st January 2014.

• Mr. D. Anil Prasad, Asst.Prof. ECE Department has presented paper titled “Effects of Source/Drain doping concentration on 4H-SiC MESFET Characteristics” International conference on VLSI and Signal Processing, 2014 at Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur during 10th -12th Jan 2014.

• Ms. M. Nirmala, Asst.Prof. ECE Departments presented paper titled “Design of Non uniform circular array for side lobe reduction using the method of real coded genetic algorithm” International conference on Navigational Systems and Signal Processing Applications (NSSP-2013) at University College of Engineering and Technology, Acharya Nagarjuna University, Guntur during 13th -14th Dec 2013.

- Mr. S. Balamurali, Asst. Prof. of EEE and Mr. V. Sarath Kumar II/II ME (CS) presented a paper on “Speed Control for PMSM system using fuzzy sliding mode controller” in the National Conference on Innovative and Emerging Technologies (NCIET-13) at Gudlavalleru Engg. College, Gudivada during Dec 27th - 28th 2013.

- Mr. Kottala Kiran Kumar, Mr. S. Sasikanth, Mr. L. Dinesh and Mr. S. Harish Assistant Professors, Dept. of EEE presented a paper titled Sensorless Induction Motor Based on Model Reference Adaptive System (MRAS) using Fuzzy PID Controller in the proceedings of National Conference on ‘Advances in Energy Technologies’ (AECT 2013), held at Manipal University of Technology, Manipal, during 7th to 9th February 2013.

**PAPER PUBLICATIONS BY FACULTY**


- Mr. V. Krishna, Asst. Prof., Department of Mechanical Engineering published a paper on CFD and CAA analysis of Centrifugal Fan for Noise Reduction International Journal of computer Applications (0975-8887), Volume-86-No 7, January-2014 with an impact factor of 0.87.

- Mrs. B. Meena, Mrs. I.S.L. Sarwani and Mrs. S V S Lakshmi Assistant Professors, Dept of IT&MCA published a paper titled Web Services mining and its techniques in Web Mining in International Journal of Advanced Engineering and Global Technology (IJAEGT), Vol.2 ISSUE 1, ISSN: 230-94893, Jan-2014.

- Mr. Ch Demudu Naidu, Sr. Asst Prof, Mr. G Pandit Samuel, Mr. N Aditya Sundar and Mr. M. V Kishore, Dept of IT published a paper titled A Novel Dual Phase Mechanism for Data Transmission to Provide Compression and Security, International Journal of Advanced Research in Computer Science and Software Engineering (IJARCSSE), Vol.3 ISSUE 12, ISSN: 2277 128X, Dec-2013.


- Mr. M. Naga Raju, Asst. Prof., Dept. of EEE published a research paper entitled “A New PV Input Boost Converter with MPPT and High Voltage gain for water pumping System” in the proceedings of IEEE sponsored International Conference on Renewable Energy and Sustainable Energy (ICRESE‘13) pp. 265 – 272, held at Karunya University, Coimbatore, during 5th to 6th December 2013.


- Mr. T. Ramasasty, Mr. S. Harish, and Mr. L. Dinesh Assistant Professors, Dept. of EEE published a research paper entitled “Comprehensive Analysis of Static Converter and Matrix Converter” in the proceedings of International Conference on Advances in energy conservation technologies (ICAECT) January, 2014.


- Mr. L. Dinesh, Mr. J. Uday Venkatesh, and Mr. M. Santosh Kiran, Assistant Professors, Dept. of EEE published a paper titled “Optimal location of shunt fact devices using genetic algorithm for transmission line model” in the proceedings of Journal of Information Engineering and Applications (IISTE 2014), Vol-4, Issue 1.


**FACULTY AND STUDENT JOINT PUBLICATIONS**

- Dr. K. Murali Krishna, Prof., Mr. J. Bhaskara Rao Asst.Prof., and Ms. D. Padma Swetha II/II M.Tech(CS) Department of ECE presented paper titled Leather surface defects identification using addition and division edge detection algorithm in All India Seminar on Telecommunication switching systems and networks organized by The Institute of Engineers (IE), Visakhapatnam local centre at Dept. of System Design, Andhra University, Visakhapatnam during 30th -31st January 2014.

- Dr. K. Murali Krishna, Prof., Mr. J. Bhaskara Rao Asst.Prof., and Mr. K. Prasanth II/II M.Tech(CS) Department of ECE presented paper titled Multiple subcarrier optical communication systems with subcarrier signal point sequence in All India Seminar on Telecommunication switching systems and networks organized by The Institute of Engineers (IE), Visakhapatnam local centre at Dept. of System Design, Andhra University, Visakhapatnam during 30th -31st January 2014.

- Dr. K. Murali Krishna, Prof., Mr. D. Anil Prasad, Asst.Prof., and Mr. Harsha Vardhan II/II M.Tech(CS) Department of ECE presented paper titled A low power feature extraction architecture for motion estimation in All India Seminar on “Telecommunication switching systems and networks organized by The Institute of Engineers (IE), Visakhapatnam local centre at Dept. of System Design, Andhra University, Visakhapatnam during 30th -31st January 2014.

- Dr. K. Murali Krishna, Prof., Mrs. M. Syamala, Asst.Prof. and Ms. M. Kamala Priya II/II M.Tech(CS) Department of ECE presented paper titled A comparative performance analysis of non parametric and parametric methods of power spectrum estimation in All India Seminar on Telecommunication switching systems and networks organized by The Institute of Engineers (IE), Visakhapatnam local centre at Dept. of System Design, Andhra University, Visakhapatnam during 30th -31st January 2014.

- Mrs. Vijay Kumar Sahu, Asst.Prof., and Mr. P. Venkateswarlu II/II
M.Tech(CS) Department of ECE presented paper titled Design of Parasitic patch antenna with asymmetric feed for UWB applications in All India Seminar on Telecommunication switching systems and networks organized by The Institute of Engineers (IE), Visakhapatnam local centre at Dept. of System Design, Andhra University, Visakhapatnam during 30th -31st January 2014.

Mr.S.Balarama Murty, Assoc. Prof., Mrs.V.Ragini, Asst.Prof., and Mrs.PS.M.Veena II/II M.Tech (CS) Department of ECE presented paper titled Single channel speech enhancement using minimum mean square error-short time spectral amplitude in All India Seminar on Telecommunication switching systems and networks organized by The Institute of Engineers (IE), Visakhapatnam local centre at Dept. of System Design, Andhra University, Visakhapatnam during 30th -31st January 2014.

Dr.V.Rajyalakshmi Assoc. Prof., Mrs.K.Deepa II/II M.Tech(CS) and Mr.B.Ramesh II/II M.Tech (CS) Department of ECE presented paper titled Tripple band Aperture Coupled Microstrip Antenna for Wireless Applications in All India Seminar on “Telecommunication switching systems and networks organized by The Institute of Engineers (IE), Visakhapatnam local centre at Dept. of System Design, Andhra University, Visakhapatnam during 30th -31st January 2014.

Mr.S.Balarama Murty, Assoc.Prof. and V.Ram Nishanth II/ II M.Tech (CS) Department of ECE presented paper titled Parametric study of rectangular DRA with coaxial probe feeding in All India Seminar on Telecommunication switching systems and networks organized by The Institute of Engineers (IE), Visakhapatnam local centre at Dept. of System Design, Andhra University, Visakhapatnam during 30th -31st January 2014.


Ms.P.  Krishna Ravali, Ms.K.Bhavya, Ms.G.Sushmitha & Ms.N.V .S.Parvathikutty attended a one day training program on Google Sites held on 21st Feb 2014 at ANITS, Visakhapatnam.

Ms. K.Devasi Choudary of III/IV B.Tech (BT) bagged first prize in Carrom competition held during CHARDEE SANKETIKA 2K13 at Sanketiki Vidya Parishad Engineering College.

Ms. M. Mrudula, Ms. D. Mounica, Ms. B. Jhansi, Ms.D. Sreekavvy, Ms. S. Ramya Priya and Ms. K. Maheswarai of IV/ IV Mechanical Engineering attended a two-day seminar on HVAC, Electrical, Fire Safety and Surveillance on 4th and 5th January 2014 at Novotel Varun Beach Hotel, Visakhapatnam organized by ISHRAE Visakhapatnam chapter along with Fire & Security Association of India (FSAI) Visakhapatnam Chapter.

Mr.Amit Kumar Rai , Ms.B.Swaroopa, Mr.D.Krishna Teja, Ms.D.Kalyani, Mr G. Rajashekar, Mr G.Sri Rastu, Mr G. Nagendra Prasad, Ms G. Sushmitha, Mr J.Sri Harsha, Ms.J.V.K.Sruthi, Ms.K.Avanti, Ms.K. Bhavya, Mr K.Chakradhar, Mr M.Subrahmayam, Ms.N.Yasaswini, Mr N.VS.Panindra Sarma, Ms.N. Sai vinisha, Ms.P.Krishna Raval, Ms.P.L.Vasavya, Ms.P. Sai Ratnam, Ms.Prathyusha Neeladri, Ms.R. Vimala Rani, Mr.T.Venkatesh, Mr V. Vamsi Rathan of III/ IV IT participated in a workshop during 11th -12th 2013, under CSI Annual Student Convention Visakhapatnam Chapter (Under the AGEIS of 48th Annual Convention of Computer Society of India) at Andhra University, Visakhapatnam.

Ms.B.Swaroopa, Ms. D. Kalyani, Mr. G.Nagendra Prasad, Ms. G. Sushmitha, Ms. J. V K Sruthi, Ms. K. Avanti, Ms. K. SreeManikanta, Ms. K. Bhavya, Ms. N. Yasaswini, Mr N.V S Sarma, Ms.P. Krishna Raval, Ms.P. Lakshmi Vasavya, Ms.P. Neeladri, Ms.V Bhavana Dhamari & Mr.M. Subrahmayam of III/IV IT participated in a workshop during 11th -12th 2013, under CSI Annual Student Convention,Visakhapatnam Chapter (Under the AGEIS of 48th Annual Convention of Computer Society of India) at Andhra University, Visakhapatnam.

Ms.P. Krishna Raval, Ms.K.Bhavya, Ms.G.Sushmitha & Ms.N V S Phanindra Sarma of III/IV IT participated in a one-day training program on Google Sites held on 21st Feb 2014 at ANITS, Visakhapatnam.

Ms.B. Snehitha, Ms.G. Srilaxmi, Ms.K. Nava vaishnavi, Ms. M. Sriya , Mr.M. Raghu Ram , Mr.N. Siva Nandhalahari, N. V L Maruthi, Ms.P. Ramya , Mr.P.Sai Anish , Mr.S. Ganesh , Ms.S. Gowthami, Ms.K. Sri Rama Narasimha Teja , U. Avinash , Ms.V. Sharmila & Mr.Y. V. Ramana Chanakya of II/IV IT, has participated in the one-day training program on Google apps held on 17th Feb 2014 at ANITS, Visakhapatnam.

Ms.P. Ramya, Ms.S.Gowthami, , Mr.K. S.Rama Narasimha & Mr.U. Avinash of II/IV IT participated in the in one-day training program on Google apps held on 17th Feb 2014 at ANITS, Visakhapatnam.

Mr.Ch.Dinesh III/IV ECE attended a Two Day National Workshop on “Advances in Signal and Image Processing, Computer Vision” (ASIC Vision 2014) organized by the Department of ECE, ANITS, Sangivalasa during 27th – 28th February 2014.

Mr.Ch.Dinesh III/IV ECE participated in various events of Kshitij 2014 organized by IIT Kharagpur during 31st Jan- 3rd Feb 2014.

Mr. BSM Dutt, Mr. N Anudeep and Mr. D Sasi Kiran of III/IV CSE-A has participated in PROJECT EXPO of CSI ANNUAL STUDENT CONVENTION, ANDHRA UNIVERSITY conducted on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.

Ms.B.Nandini, Ms.B.Snehitha, Ms.D. Monika, Ms.G.Mounika, Mr.G.N.V.S Prakash, Ms.G. Lavanya, Ms.G.Venkata laksmi, Ms.M.Varshini, Mr.M.Yashwant, Ms.M.Sriya, Mr.N.Dinesh anoop, Ms.N.Siva Nanda Lahari, Mr.N.L.V Maruthi, Ms.P.Ramy , Mr.S. Ganesh, Ms. S. Gowthami, Mr.U.Avinash, Ms.V. Sharmila, Mr.Y.Syam Babu, Mr.Y.V.R.Chanakya, Mr.Y.Ganesh, Mr.V.Sai Sameer Bharadwaja of II/IV IT participated in a workshop during 11th -12th 2013, under CSI Annual Student Convention,Visakhapatnam Chapter (Under the AGEIS of 48th Annual Convention of Computer Society of India) at Andhra University, Visakhapatnam.

Mr.B. S.Waroopa, Ms. D. Kalyani, Mr. G.Nagendra Prasad , Ms. G. Sushmitha, Ms. J. V K Sruthi, Ms. K. Avanti, Ms. K. SreeManikanta, Ms. K. Bhavya , Ms. N. Yasaswini , Mr N V S Sarma , Ms.P. Krishna Raval , Ms.P. Lakshmi Vasavya , Ms.P. Neeladri , Ms.V Bhavana Dhamari & Mr.M. Subrahmayam of III/IV IT participated in a workshop during 11th-12th 2013, under CSI Annual Student Convention,Visakhapatnam Chapter (Under the AGEIS of 48th Annual Convention of Computer Society of India) at Andhra University, Visakhapatnam.

Ms.P. Krishna Raval, Ms.K.Bhavya, Ms.G.Sushmitha & Ms.N V S Phanindra Sarma of III/IV IT participated in a one-day training program on Google Sites held on 21st Feb 2014 at ANITS, Visakhapatnam.

Ms.P. Ramya, Ms.S.Gowthami, , Mr.K. S.Rama Narasimha & Mr.U. Avinash of II/IV IT participated in the in one-day training program on Google apps held on 17th Feb 2014 at ANITS, Visakhapatnam.

Mr.Ch.Dinesh III/IV ECE attended a Two Day National Workshop on “Advances in Signal and Image Processing, Computer Vision” (ASIC Vision 2014) organized by the Department of ECE, ANITS, Sangivalasa during 27th – 28th February 2014.

Mr.Ch.Dinesh III/IV ECE participated in various events of Kshitij 2014 organized by IIT Kharagpur during 31st Jan- 3rd Feb 2014.

Mr. BSM Dutt, Mr. N Anudeep and Mr. D Sasi Kiran of III/IV CSE-A has participated in PROJECT EXPO of CSI ANNUAL STUDENT CONVENTION, ANDHRA UNIVERSITY conducted on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.

Ms. B. S.Waroopa, Ms. D. Kalyani, Mr. G. Nagendra Prasad, Ms. G. Sushmitha, Ms. J. V K Sruthi, Ms. K. Avanti, Ms. K. Sree Manikanta, Ms. K. Bhavya, Ms. N. Yasaswini, Mr. N V S Sarma, Ms. P. Krishna Raval, Ms. P. Lakshmi Vasavya, Ms. P. Neeladri, Ms. V. Bhavana Dhamari & Mr. M. Subrahmayam of III/IV IT participated in a workshop during 11th -12th 2013, under CSI Annual Student Convention, Visakhapatnam Chapter (Under the AGEIS of 48th Annual Convention of Computer Society of India) at Andhra University, Visakhapatnam.

Mr. Ch. Dinesh III/IV ECE attended a Two Day National Workshop on “Advances in Signal and Image Processing, Computer Vision” (ASIC Vision 2014) organized by the Department of ECE, ANITS, Sangivalasa during 27th-28th February 2014.

Mr. Ch. Dinesh III/IV ECE participated in various events of Kshitij 2014 organized by IIT Kharagpur during 31st Jan- 3rd Feb 2014.

Mr. BSM Dutt, Mr. N Anudeep and Mr. D Sasi Kiran of III/IV CSE-A has participated in PROJECT EXPO of CSI ANNUAL STUDENT CONVENTION, ANDHRA UNIVERSITY conducted on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.
• Mr. BSM Dutt of III/IV CSE-A participated in CLOUD COMPUTING WORKSHOP at CODE INSTRUCT, IISC BANGLORE conducted from 31st and 1st of Feb, 2014.
• Mr. BSM Dutt of III/IV CSE-A participated in CLOUD COMPUTING WORKSHOP at PRAVEGA 2014, IISC BANGLORE conducted from 31st and 1st of Feb, 2014.
• Ms. CH. Praveena Sindhura, Mr. D Sasi Kiran and Ms. Aparna Patro of III/IV CSE-A participated in Gesture Game Development Workshop at PRAVEGA 2014, IISC BANGLORE conducted from 31st and 1st of Feb, 2014.
• Ms. B. Geethavani, Ms. G. Sushmita and Ms. N. Mounica of III/IV CSE-A participated in PAPER PRESENTATION ON BIG DATA ANALYTICS at GMRIIT, VISAKHAPATNAM conducted on 7th and 8th of Feb, 2014.
• Mr. V S R Kamal Kumar and Mr. Shaik Sharma of III/IV CSE-B participated in PAPER PRESENTATION ON MOBILE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT at GMRIIT, VISAKHAPATNAM conducted on 7th and 8th of Feb, 2014.
• Mr. S Teja, Ms. P. Sruthi, Ms. U. Sravya, Ms. G. Vaidehi, Ms. G. Deepika, and Ms. U. Sravya of III/IV CSE-B participated in PAPER PRESENTATION ON MOBILE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT at GMRIIT, VISAKHAPATNAM conducted on 7th and 8th of Feb, 2014.
• Mr. B. Mouli of III/IV CSE A participated in ROBO WARS at ELAN 2014, IIT Hyderabad, conducted on 31st Jan to 2nd of Feb, 2014.
• Mr. B. Mouli of III/IV CSE A participated in ENTREPRISE-BIZ UIZ at ELAN 2014, IIT Hyderabad, conducted on 31st Jan to 2nd of Feb, 2014.
• Mr. M. Anil Kumar III/IV ECE attended a Two Day National Workshop on “Advances in Signal and Image Processing, Computer Vision” (ASIC Vision 2014) organized by the Department of ECE, ANITS, Sangivalasa during 27th – 28th February 2014.

PAPER PRESENTATIONS BY STUDENTS

• Ms. G. Mounika, Ms. K. Devasri Choudary and Ms. T. Sri Manasa Manjusha presented a paper on Bioplastics in the technical paper contest STEPcone at GMRIIT of Technology (GMRIT) on 7th February, 2014.
• Ms. V. Priyanka presented a paper on Artificial Blood at GITAM University on 10th February, 2014.
• Ms. V. Priyanka participated in paper presentation in SPIKES, a National level technical Student Symposium from 25th to 27th February 2014 at Department of Instrument Technology at Andhra University College of Engineering (A), Visakhapatnam.
• Ms. Y. Bhavana, Ms. Y. Ashita and Ms. B. Swaroopa III/IV IT presented a paper titled Ubiquitous Computing in STEPCONe-2014 held on 7th & 8th Feb 2014, a National level Student Technical Paper Contest & Exhibition at GMRIIT, Rajam.
• Ms. P. Lakshmi Vasavayi III/IV IT presented a paper on Neural Networks in SPIKES 2014, a National Level Technical Student Symposium during 25th to 27th February, 2014 at AU College of Engineering (A), Visakhapatnam.
• I. Priscilla Likhita Roy of II/IV CSE presented a paper on “Cloud Computing” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.
• Ms. S. Navya Sruthi, Ms. N. Indu Priya, Ms. V. Preethi of II/IV CSE presented a paper on GOOGLE SPECS at the 48th national student convention held at Distance Education Andhra University held on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.
• Mr. Farooq Ahmed, Mr. R. Bhanu Chandar of II/IV CSE presented a paper on “MULTIPLE COMPILER CONSTRUCTION” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.
• Mr. N S S Sandeep, Ms. N Sai Nikita and Ms. P. Madhuri Manjusha of II/IV CSE presented a paper on “MIND READING COMPUTER” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.
• Ms. Sanjana Sruthi, Ms. Ritu Malik and Ms. P. Manasini of II/IV CSE presented a paper on “VIRUS” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.
• Ms. S. Vani Mounica, Ms. N. L. Priyanka and Ms. Najma Sultana of II/IV CSE presented a paper on “NANO COMPUTING” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.
• Ms. T. Sree Kavya, Mr. S U L. Rohith and Ms. K. Srujana of II/IV CSE presented a paper on “PROTECTING IT SYSTEMS FROM CYBER CRIME” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.
• Ms. S. V. Praneeth, Ms. S. V. Praneeth and N. S. Phanikanth of II/IV CSE presented a paper on “DESIGN CHALLENGES FOR DISASTER MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION SYSTEM ENGAGEMENT” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.
• Ms. P. Sai Sudha, Ms. P. Surya Prabha and Ms. R. Varalakshmi of II/IV CSE presented a paper on “IPAD AND ITS FEATURES” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.
• Mr. V. V. D. L, Ms. Tejaswi, Ms. P. S. R Madhuri and Ms. T. Sowdharya of II/IV CSE presented a paper on “HAWK EYE” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.
• Mr. T. Tarun Kumar Reddy and Ms. S. Y Manikanta of III/IV CSE presented a paper on “AMBIENT INTELLIGENCE: TECHNOLOGIES, APPLICATIONS & OPPORTUNITIES” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.
• Ms. N. Harika and Ms. K. Naga Nirmala of III/IV CSE presented a paper on “BRAIN STORMING OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.
• Ms. G. Devi Surya Prabha, Ms. D. Alekhy and Mr. G. Venkata Durga Rao of III/IV CSE presented a paper on “SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE— A MULTITENANT ARCHITECTURE” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.
• Mr. A. Bhargava and G. Anusha of III/IV CSE presented a paper on “AN ENERGY EFFICIENT WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK FOR AGRICULTURE” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.
• Mr. A. Vamsi Krishna and Mr. B. Bharath of III/IV CSE presented a paper on “LI-FI” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.
• Ms. S. N. Mounica and Ms. K. Divya of III/IV CSE presented a paper on “GESTURE RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGY” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.
• Mr. K. Uday Ganesh and Ms. B.L. Sunayana of III/IV CSE presented a paper on “OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.

• Ms. G. Revathi, Ms. D. Saraswathi and Ms. K. Shreya of III/IV CSE presented a paper on “ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.

• Mr. B. S. M. Dutt and Mr. N. Shriram of III/IV CSE presented a paper on “COMPLETER SURVEY ON HAND GESTURE RECOGNITION SYSTEMS” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.

• Ms. S. Chandini, Ms. U. Sravani and U. Sravya of II/IV CSE presented a paper on “INTRODUCTION TO 3D INTERNET” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.

• Mr. K. Santosh Kumar, Mr. A. Sarath Kumar and Mr. M. Shanumukha of II/IV CSE presented a paper on “ANDROID OPERATING SYSTEM” at the 48th National Student Convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.

• Ms. K. Spandana, Ms. M. Mounica and Ms. M. Kiran Kumar of II/IV CSE presented a paper on “NANOCOMPUTING” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.

• Ms. A. Madhuri Priya, Ms. Ch. Sree Kavya and Mr. G. Hemanth of II/IV CSE presented a paper on “SECURITY” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.

• Mr. D. Aravind, Ms. M. Sushmita and Ms. CH. Manasa of II/IV CSE presented a paper on “SESSION BASED SYMMETRIC KEY CRYPTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.

• Ms. B. Himaja, Ms. B. Bharathi and Mr. J. G. S. Bharath of II/IV CSE presented a paper on “PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.

• Ms. T. L. Tanuja, Ms. M. Supriya and Ms. Akanjha Verma of II/IV CSE presented a paper on “AIRBORNE INTERNET” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.

• Ms. V. Avashya, Ms. M. Harikha and Ms. M. Mamta of II/IV CSE presented a paper on “NETWORK SECURITY” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.

• Mr. N. Gowtham, Ms. B. Bhavya and Ms. J. Seetu Madhavi of II/IV CSE presented a paper on “BIGDATA” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.

• Ms. K. Sneha, Mr. D. Lalit Prasanth and Mr. B. Vijay Kumar of II/IV presented a paper on “SEMANTIC WEB” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.

• Mr. J. V. Chaitanya Sai, Mr. Atul Dokania and Mr. Anees Ahmad of II/IV CSE presented a paper on “WEB TECHNOLOGY” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.

• Ms. D. Harsha, Mr. A. Rama Krishna and Ms. A. Sandhya of II/IV CSE presented a paper on “BLUETOOTH BROADCAST” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.

• Ms. B. Hemashilpa and Ms. N. S. Varsha of II/IV CSE presented a paper on “4G” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.

• Ms. N. S. Varsha of II/IV CSE presented a paper on “OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.

• Ms. M. Varshini, Mr. N. Dinesh Anoop and Mr. N. Siva Nanda of II/IV IT presented a paper on “5G” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.

• Mr. G. Hemanth, Ms. Ch. Sree Kavya and Ms. A. Madhuri Priya of II/IV CSE presented a paper on “Cyber Security” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.

• Mr. Venkata Praneeth Shastri and Mr. N. Siram Phanikant of II/IV CSE presented a paper on “Disaster Management” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.

• Ms. V. V. D. Tejaswi, Ms. P. S. R. Madhuri and Ms. T. Soundarya of II/IV CSE presented a paper on “Hack Eye” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.

• Mr. K. Uday Ganesh of III/IV CSE presented a paper on “Soft Computing And Its Applications” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.

• Ms. K. Lalitha Vasavi and B. Lalitha Sunayana of III/IV CSE presented a paper on “Computing And Its Applications” at the 48th national student convention held at distance education Andhra University on 11th and 12th of Dec, 2013.

• Mr. A. Srikanth of III/IV CSE presented a paper titled “SILICON PHOTONICS” in a National Level Student Technical Paper Contest & Exhibition “STEP CONE 2K14” organized by department of ECE, GMRIT, Rajam during 7th -8th February 2014.

**STUDENT ACHIEVEMENTS**

• Mr. G. Abhilash, IV/IV IT Won Third Prize (with Rs.25, 000/-) in “CODE UNCODE” National Secure Programming Competition by EC Council.

• Ms. S. Sowmya IV/IV Department of Mechanical Engineering won a First Prize in the Exclusive Girls Sports Meet event held during CHAKDE SANKETIKA 2k13 during Dec 28th-29th ,2013.

• Ms. Y. Sravani IV/IV Department of Mechanical Engineering won a First Prize in the Exclusive Girls Sports Meet event held during CHAKDE SANKETIKA 2k13 during Dec 28th-29th ,2013.
• Ms. Ch. Jayasri III/IV Department of Mechanical Engineering won a First Prize in the Exclusive Girls Sports Meet event Tennikoit held during CHAKDE SANKETIKA 2k13 during Dec 28th-29th, 2013.
• Ms. Ch. Jayasri III/IV Department of Mechanical Engineering won a First Prize in the event Carroms held during CHAKDE SANKETIKA 2k13 during Dec 28th-29th, 2013.
• Ms. D. Ujwal Narayana IV/IV Department of Mechanical Engineering won a First Prize in the essay competition Conducted by the Institution of Engineers (India) Visakapatnam Local center on the occasion of Engineers day Celebrations in the month of Dec 15th.
• Ms. V. Ravi Teja IV/IV Department of Mechanical Engineering, won a Second Prize in the essay competition Conducted by the Institution of Engineers (India) Visakapatnam Local center on the occasion of Engineers day Celebrations in the month of Dec 15th.
• Mr. G. Vijay Somi Reddy III/IV ECE worked as a volunteer in the event Operation Red Hills organized by Ken Foundation Society, Visakapatnam on 5th Jan 2014.
• Mr. P. Siva IV/IV IT got 91 score in TOEFL.
• Mr. V. Raviteja IV/IV IT got 96.34 Percentile in XAT 2014.
• Mr. K. Murali Kumar, IV/IV IT & Mr. Y. Avin Prakash, IV/IV IT awarded Second prize in CHESS conducted by Andhra University, ‘B-Zone’ Games
• Mr. M. V. Sagar II/IV ECE-B awarded Second prize in Cultural in A National Level Technical Student Symposium SPIKES-14 organized by Department of Instrument Technology, Andhra University College of Engineering, Visakapatnam during 25th – 27th February 2014.
• Mr. R. A. Sundar I/IV ECE received SILVER MEDAL in Inter State Indo-Nepal International Foot Ball Tournament held at Pokhara, Nepal during 30th Dec 2013- 2nd Jan 2014.
• Mr. Ch. Maruti Siva Sai IV/IV ECE received SILVER MEDAL in 51st Nationals Inline Hockey skating held at Sirsa during 9th – 15th December 2013.
• Mr. Md. Omar Saleem IV/IV ECE stood WINNER in the table tennis, AU B-Zone tournament held at Anakapalli during 12th – 13th February 2014.
• Mr. Md. Omar Saleem IV/IV ECE stood 4th position in the table tennis, AU Central Zone tournament held at Bheemavaram during 25th – 27th February 2014.
• Mr. Md. Omar Saleem IV/IV ECE selected in AMCAT topper’s club (500 members in national wide) of second quarter in January 2104.
• Ms. V. Sindhusha of III/IV E.E.E.B participated and won the 2nd prize in Elocution Competition organized by Police Department as a part of “Arrive Alive Road Safety Week” on 25th January 2014.
• Mr. B. Raja Manideep, Mr. G. Raja Praveen Paul, Mr. P. Jaideep, Mr. B. Shiva Ganesh and Mr. V. Vajashnay of III/IV E.E.E secured 3rd prize in IIUMINATE (a short film contest) in Kshiti-2014, conducted by IIT Kharagpur, during 31st Jan to 3rd February 2014. They also received a cash prize of Rs. 8,000/-. 
• Ms. V. V. L. Manasa III/IV ECE won the Quiz Competition in the event Arrive Alive a campaign for safer roads conducted by Traffic Police, Visakapatnam in January 2014.
• Mr. G. Vijay Somi Reddy, Ms. K. Priyanka III/IV ECE are the finalists in the event ANADIGIX in KSHITIJ 2014, a National Level Techno-management fest organized by Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur during 31st Jan-3rd Feb 2014.
• Mr. K. V. Vamsi Krishna IV/IV ECE appeared for ‘Common Aptitude Test’ (CAT) and scored 98.86% in January 2014.
• Mr. D. Siva Kumar IV/IV ECE appeared for ‘Common Aptitude Test’ (CAT) and scored 93.54% in January 2014.
• Mr. P. Sandeep IV/IV ECE appeared for ‘Common Aptitude Test’ (CAT) and scored 92.4% in January 2014.
• S. S. Lalitha Mahathi IV/IV ECE appeared for ‘Common Aptitude Test’ (CAT) and scored 89.64% in January 2014.
• Mr. Md. Omar Saleem IV/IV ECE appeared for ‘Common Aptitude Test’ (CAT) and scored 83.91% in January 2014.
• Mr. K. Vikas IV/IV ECE appeared for ‘Common Aptitude Test’ (CAT) and scored 83.0% in January 2014.
• Mr. Ch. Manoj Kumar IV/IV ECE appeared for ‘Common Aptitude Test’ (CAT) and scored 74.0% in January 2014.
• Mr. P. Vidya Sagar IV/IV ECE appeared for ‘Graduate Record Examination’ (GRE) and scored 306 in January 2014.
• Mr. D. Sampath Srinivas IV/IV ECE appeared for ‘Graduate Record Examination’ (GRE) and scored 306 in January 2014.
• Mr. Md. Omar Saleem IV/IV ECE appeared for ‘Graduate Record Examination’ (GRE) and scored 304 in January 2014.
• Mr. A. Ram Sanjay IV/IV ECE appeared for ‘Graduate Record Examination’ (GRE) and scored 301 in January 2014.
• Mr. B. R. Joga Satish IV/IV ECE appeared for ‘Graduate Record Examination’ (GRE) and scored 301 in January 2014.
• Mr. J. Ravi Raj Kiran IV/IV ECE appeared for ‘Graduate Record Examination’ (GRE) and scored 298 in January 2014.
• Mr. M. Sudheer Kumar IV/IV ECE appeared for ‘Graduate Record Examination’ (GRE) and scored 298 in January 2014.
• M. Sri Harsha IV/IV ECE appeared for ‘Graduate Record Examination’ (GRE) and scored 295 in January 2014.
• B. Chaitanya IV/IV ECE appeared for ‘Graduate Record Examination’ (GRE) and scored 293 in January 2014.
• B. Rashmi Reddy IV/IV ECE appeared for ‘Graduate Record Examination’ (GRE) and scored 290 in January 2014.
• G. Sai Giridhar IV/IV ECE appeared for ‘Graduate Record Examination’ (GRE) and scored 286 in January 2014.
• S. S. Lalitha Mahathi IV/IV ECE appeared for ‘Xavier Aptitude Test’ (XAT) and scored 90.34% in January 2014.
• D. Sampath Srinivas IV/IV ECE appeared for TOEFL and scored 90/120 in January 2014.
• Ch. Manoj Kumar IV/IV ECE appeared for ‘Xavier Aptitude Test’ (XAT) and scored 58% in January 2014.
• Ms. N. NV Anusha of III/IV CSE-A won 2nd place in National Amateur conducted at Sangli, Maharashtra in Chess from Jan 27th to Feb. 1st, 2014 and was selected to world amateur that will be conducted on April 27th to May 4th, 2014 in Singapore.
• Ms. Aparna Patro of III/IV CSE-A participated in Drawing Competition in ARRIVE ALIVE program conducted by Traffic Police, Visakapatnam City from 22nd to 28th Jan, 2014 and won 2nd prize.
• Ms. P. Meher Navya of III/IV CSE-B participated and won 1st prize in Elocution Competition: Speed Thrills but Kills: Look Before you drive at ANITS, conducted on 25th of Jan, 2014.
• Ms. Aparna Patro of III/IV CSE-A participated and won 3rd prize in Elocution Competition: Speed Thrills but Kills: Look Before you drive at ANITS, conducted on 25th of Jan, 2014.
• Ms. N Madhu Smitha of IV/IV CSE-B participated and won 1st prize in Essay Writing competition conducted at ANITS, on 25th of Jan, 2014.
Mphasis Campus Selections held on 1st Dec 2013: The process began with online test on 21st Nov 2013 followed by Personal Interview and finally Versant Test. At the end of all these rounds, 14 students from CSE, IT and ECE were confirmed their selection.

- A seminar was conducted by Mr Krishna Kunam, CTO of RapidBizApps (Hyderabad) on ‘Career Opportunities for Engineering Graduates – Entrepreneurship’ on 2nd Jan 2014 for pre-final year students of CSE and IT.
- Verizon Data Services India: 4 students were selected in Verizon Data Services India Campus Selections held on 16th Dec 2013. The process started with online test on 14th Dec 2013 followed by Technical Interviews and finally Human Resource Round (HR). The CTC offered was Rs. 4.5 lakhs p.a.
- ADP India Campus Selections: 2 students were selected in the campus recruitment held on 20th Dec 2013. The process began with online test on 20th Dec 2013 followed by Group discussion, Technical Interviews and finally Human Resource Round (HR).
- 3 students from CSE, IT and ECE were confirmed their selection for NTT Data held on 28th Dec 2013.

A two day National Workshop on “Advances in Signal and Image Processing, Computer Vision (ASIC Vision-2014)” was organized by the Department of ECE as part of AICTE Research Promotion Scheme (RPS) on 27-02-2014 and 28-02-2014. The program was presided by Prof. V.S.R.K.Prasad, Principal, ANITS. The Convenor, Dr. K. Murali Krishna, Prof. and HOD, ECE, spoke about the objective of organizing this workshop on leather surface identification using image processing techniques. Prof. P. Rama Krishna Rao, Former Professor, NIT Trichy, Former Principal & Director and presently Advisor, ANITS inaugurated the workshop and delivered the keynote address. In his talk, he explained about Multi-Rate signal processing and its applications like Narrowband Filter Implementation, Sub-band coding, Transmultiplexers, Oversampling A/D and D/A conversion, High resolution Narrowband Spectral Analysis. Prof. S.C. Satapathy, HOD, CSE, ANITS, Dr. K. Suri Babu, Scientist C, NSTL are the other resource persons in the workshop. Prof. R. Govardana Rao, Director (Admin), Mr. S. Balarama Murthy & Mr. B. Ravi Kiran, Co-Conveners of the workshop and other faculty members participated in the program.

A two day National Workshop on “Advances in Signal and Image Processing, Computer Vision (ASIC Vision-2014)”

Guest lecture on “Statistical Data Collection and Analysis” on 31st January under SAMHITHA and HILIOS Student Association profiled under Dr. T.J. RAO, a Retired Professor from Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata, currently working as an Adjunct Professor at C.R. RAO AIMSACS, Hyderabad. This event was co-ordinated by Mrs. V. Usha Bala, Asst. Professor, Dept. of IT & MCA.

Guest lecture on “Statistical Data Collection and Analysis” on 31st January under SAMHITHA and HILIOS

Dr. T.J. Rao, Adjunct Professor, AIMSACS, Hyderabad receiving memento from Dr. K. Murali Krishna, HOD, ECE, ANITS after completion of guest lecture on Statistical Data Collection and Analysis on 31st January 2014.
EXPERT TALK

An expert talk by Dr. Korada Suribabu, Scientist-C, NSTL, Visakhapatnam on **Problem Solving techniques in Image Processing using Fuzzy Logic** organized by Department of ECE headed by Dr. K. Murali Krishna held on 22nd February 2014.

FACULTY ACHIEVEMENTS

Dr. V. Rajyalakshmi, Assoc. Prof., Dept. of ECE acted as a Convener for *All India Seminar on “Telecommunication Switching Systems and Networks”* organized by The Institute of Engineers (IE), Visakhapatnam local centre at Dept. of System Design, Andhra University, Visakhapatnam during 30th-31st January 2014.

Mrs. K. Moni Sushma Deep, Asst.Professor, Department of IT & MCA has been awarded M.Tech(CST) from ANITS College, Visakhapatnam.

- Dr. M. Padmalatha, Asst. Prof. Dept. of Chemistry acted as a Jury Member in “INSPIRE” District Science Exhibition - 2013-2014 held at SFS School, Visakhapatnam during 4th December-2013.

- Mr. Kondapalli Siva Prasad, Asst. Prof. Dept. of Mech. Engg. received International Travel Grant form University Grants Commission (UGC), Govt. of India for attending 4th International Conference on Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering (ICME 2013) held at Kula Lampur, Malaysia on 17th & 18th December 2013.


DAC MEETING

An expert Lecture on “Introduction to Fuzzy Control” by Dr. B. M. Mohan, Prof. of EE, IIT Kharagpur on 07/02/2014.

DAC Meeting on 07/02/2014 Prof. V. Bapi Raju, A.U., Prof. B. M. Mohan, IITK, Sri B. Srinivasa Reddy, AGM (RINL)

Mr. D. Srinivas, alumni of Department of CSE during the interaction session with the students on **Converting Research Idea into a Business Model** conducted under CSI on Feb 17th, 2014.

BOOK-POST
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